
The simplest way to scale your
brokerage is bringing on the best-of-
the-best in your market and retaining
your best agents. Competition for top
producers can be fierce, so make sure
your recruiters and managers are well-
equipped to put their best foot forward
everytime. 

Recruit and retain top talent in your market.

MoxiTalent eliminates those piles of spreadsheets and sticky notes you've used to track potential recruits, and
instead automatically identifies agents in your market that meet your standards and guides you on how to act. 

Automate

Not only does MoxiTalent walk you through successfully getting an all-star agent in
your office, but first it tells you exactly who those agents are, and which ones will help
your brokerage reach its sales goals. 

Identify

MoxiTalent prioritizes your recruiting tasks to ensure you're focusing on conversations
that can make a positive impact on your business. You're reminded of important dates
and opportunities to personally engage with your prospects and create a last impression. 

Engage
Two-sides of the same coin, retention is just as vital as recruiting. MoxiTalent guides
managers and recruiters to continually engage with their database -- recruits and
affiliates. You can continue using your database to stay connected and build loyal
relationships with your agents. Offices can set custom actions and tasks to check-in with
their agents, keeping you organized and keeping your agents engaged with the company. 



Owners and Executives Gain a Clear View into Recruiting Efforts

Managers and Recruiters Save Time, Recruit Better, and Build Loyalty

Reporting and insights to measure productivity and investment in recruiting 
Designed with a focus on GCI goals and long-term productivity 
Easy to use and quick adoption as a supplement for MoxiEngage CRM

Efficient search and automated analysis based on narrow, customized criteria
Daily action lists to guide recruiting conversations 
Data-driven prospect recommendations or important your own recruiting prospects


